A SUGGESTION TO THE MILITARY DEPARTMENT

The Sub-Committee on Military Affairs appointed by the Institute Committee after considerable deliberation have offered suggestions to the Military Department. We hope that as soon as action can be taken on these suggestions, and the work for the coming year can be commenced, that the Department of Military Science will deem it advisable to publish a bulletin which will state clearly and unmistakably just what we are to expect of the military courses at the Institute hereafter.

Such a bulletin will serve to satisfy the skeptical army of who have been expected so often in the Advancedillian. Without the inefficiency of the Advanced Battalion so disposed to regret the upper classes that it was largely responsible for them quitting the Institute without finishing their courses. The R. V. T. C. this year, as far as I am aware, has many good conditions as do most new things at the Institute, soon to be regarded by many as a necessary evil that they had themselves enjoyed to the point of reaching the final. The correct Way Map Drawing given to the Sepoymen was a striking exception due to the fact that the officers of Howard and Dean Boston to pursue the paths to make it interesting and instructive from start to finish.

The instructor, that who are all to roam the ground in October, and those who will enter then, should be assured at an early date that they will receive such competen

JUNIOR Freshmen would do well if they would look through the telephone booths between buildings two and four and resolve to take the responsibility of preventing further such detraction by future freshman classes. The telephone booths for destruction should be left in grammar school. Most people break enough material in their freshman Chemistry Course to satisfy their cravings for life.

THE principles of landscape gardening could be applied to the grounds of the Institute in the main lobby. Green plants of scene kind which would harmonize with the scenery of the Architecture and yet take away the bare and tomb-like appearance would do much to bring out the beauty of the place. When the Institute first opened, there were enough places for the lobby to take away the empty look and give a fair idea of what a few appropriate plants could do to brighten it up.

Now that the Institute Committee has written a "note" to Walker's Lunch, condition as they are conditions here, THE TECH will follow a policy of "watchful waiting."